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Scholarship Created to Memorialize Beth Popham

This time two years
ago the life of Beth
Popham, an aspiring student studying at Shawnee
State University (SSU) to
become a teacher, was tragically taken in a car accident.
To honor her
memory, Miss Popham 's
family has created a memorial scholarship in her
name.
Originally, Mrs. Faye
Popham, Beth's mother,
and her two sisters, Missy
Malone
and
Cristy
Wallingford, managed the
scholarship themselves, but

it became too much to
administer. As a r~sult,
they donated the scholarship money to the SSU
Development Foundation to
be awarded as the Beth
Popham Memorial Scholarship.
Mrs.
Popham
explained that her daughter,
Beth, received scholarships
to come to SSU and it
would have been difficult to
manage college costs without them.
"We appreciated everything," Faye Popham said.
The Popham family
hopes to help other students

in the same way. Miss
Popham is remembered as a
giving person and a scholarship is a perfect way to
keep her memory going.
Ambra Knoche, Miss
Popham's best friend and a
student at SSU, remembers
her friend's personality the
most.
"She
was
very
W1selfish in that she always
thought of everyone else
and their feelings before
herself. I feel that anything to help others remember her would be great,"
Knoche said.

The SSU Beth Popham
Memorial Scholar-ship for
$500 will be awarded for
the first time for the 20022003 academic year to a
middle-income
student
with a minimum grade
point average of 3.5.
The scholarship fund
currently has enough
money to award for three
years, but donations can be
made
to
the
SSU
Development Foundation to
keep the memorial scholarship going after the initial
funds are depleted.
For more information

There was good news
and bad news from
Shawnee State University's
interim
president
Dr.
Michael Field as he
addressed the institution's
faculty,
administrators,
staff, and students at the
University's quarterly convocation recently.
The good news is that
SSU has experienced a
healthy increase in enrollment over last year. The
bad news reflects continuing budget woes at the
statewide level that translate to a 6 percent budget
cut at SSU and a comprehensive hiring freeze.

Fall headcount enrollment at SSU is 3,364, up 84
students or 2.6 percent.
Overall
Full
Time
Equivalent (FTE) enrollment is 2,879, up 103 students or 3. 7 percent.
Subsidy eligible FTE, probably the most significant
figure, is up approximately
3.9 percent or 96 FTE students.
The University's student population has also
seen a shift in the time·of
day the majority of its students attend classes.
"SSU has become a
more traditional university
in that 85.5 percent of our

students attend classes during the day," Field said.
"When you consider this
and the fact that for the last
two years we have seen
more students receive baccalaureate degrees than
associate degrees at SSU's
commencement, it is clear
SSU has become a traditional university."
In addition, Bob Trusz,
SSU's director of admission, said SSU has seen an
increase in total new students,
those
seeking
degrees, those direct from
high school, and transfer
students. The average ACT
composite scores of stu-

dents
attending
the
University has increased
during the last two years,
from 18.8 in the fall of
1999, to 19. 0 last fall, and
finally 19.6 this fall.
Field
discussed
Governor
Bob
Taft's
Executive Order (200 l22T) that was issued
on Tuesday, ordering
the Executive Branch, and
all state agencies, departments, offices, institutions,
boards, and commissions of
the executive branch that
have General Revenue
Fund appropriations, to cut
their budgets back, limit the
hiring of or the filling of

about the scholarship, contact the SSU Office of
Financial Aid at (740) 3514243. To make contributions to the scholarship
fund, contact the SSU
Office of Development at
(740) 351-3284.

Enrollment Up at SSU; Statewide Budget Cuts Inevitable
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vacancies to essential
employees, and to take
other appropriate steps to
reduce expenditures.
The order is expected
to remain in effect until
June 30, 2002.
Shawnee State University's special supplement
was
previously
cut
$523,000 each year of the
current biennium. Now the
University faces a retroactive cut of 6 percent of state
appropriation,
due
to
Ohio's budget problems.
"This will translate to
an additional budget cut for

tLJJS;
SECOND TIME AROUND
CAREER CORNER
HISTORY OF HALLOWEEN
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BUDGET from page 1
us
of
approximately
$900,000 this year and also
next year," Field said.
"The cut may well be
greater. Cuts in higher
education amount to half of
the entire state agency cut."
On top of this, Field
said the decision made in
the DeRolph case (K-12
funding issue) might bring
even greater cuts to higher
education in Ohio.
To counter the state
budget cuts, Field said SSU
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has declared a comprehen-:sive hiring freeze. The
exceptions are grant-fuq.ded
positions, appropriate use
of adjunct instructors, and
positions that are determined to be absolutely
essential. Field said he and
SSU's vice presidents are
reviewing other poss.ible
cost-saving measures.
"We will cel'qlinly be
looking to the University's
governance and committee
structure to review and

make
recommendations
about a whole range of possible steps," Field said.
"We will do everything
possible to avoid any layoffs. In fact, we are looking at a number of other
ways to handle this."
Field said University
personnel must move ahead
together, with a spirit of
cooperation and recognition
of shared responsibility for
the health of the University.
"The budget challenge

is really very senous.
These problems call for
everyone to contribute their
good judgment, common
sense, and intelligence to
finding solutions/' he said.
Field added that the
University has recognized
that the budget problems it
faces due to the statewide
budget problems are immediate and serious, and
called for both immediate
steps to reduce spending
and a longer-term plan to

Page2

close the gap between revenue and expenditures.
"Shawnee
State
University has weathered
tough budget times before.
We have a positive enrollment picture, a talented and
dedicated faculty and staff,
and great students. If we
can work together and
move ahead together, we
will be fine," he said. "It is
my intention that the difficult, budget decisions we
face will be made together."

Music for Midterms
On Monday, . October 22
Bear Naked Radto hosted a
mµsic showcase in front of
Massie Hall. The showcase
was given so students and
faculty could meet members of Bear Naked Radio
and get an idea of the music
that will be playedwhen the
station starts orprating a
donation table was also set
up during the music showcase where students could
pick up informational flyers
and donate used CD's.
Members Drew Carter and
Ivan Coronel played a variety of techno, hip-hop, and
rap while also showcasing
mixes and blends that they
had created.
Students
Markee, Alex, and Adrian
each took turns at the mike
rapping, as did Hank
Werring who did an origi-

nal song titled
"Country Boy's
Rap."
Overall
the members feel
that the music
showcase was a
success
and
would like to
thank SSU, fo
allowing them t
have the showcase, and Will
Mault of Mau.It's
Restaurant and
Brewery, for the.,.
use of their sound .-.,
·
equipment. Bearf
Naked
Radio
would also like to
thank the students and sta
for their interest
in both the showcase and

Dr. Frederick Martin
Medak, assistant professor
of mathematics at Shawnee
State University, passed
away in September 2001.
He was originally from
Aberdeen, Washington and
came to Shawnee State in
September 1995, from
Sc9ttsbiuff, Nebraska. He
received,his B.S. in mathematie.s :from the University
of Washington, his M.S. in

mathematics from the
University of Utah and his
Ph.D. in statistics from
Iowa State. He had several
publications to his name
and remained involved in
research throughout his life.
Dr. Medak taught a
wide range of math classes
at SSU and was best known
for his mathematical abilities and his sense of humor.
Steve Purtee said, "He was

the radio station.
While the music showcase

Massie Hall, or at
the Bear Naked
Radi office in the
Offioe Annex on
Saturday between 3
nd 4 pm. Also all
who students who
r
interested in
b ~ming members
ar;
welcome to
attend
meetings,
which are held every
Saturday at 3 pm in
the basement of the
!!MIP"-"'!'!!~Office Annex. Time
,____ _
slots are still available for people who
are interested in
being on the air and
there are also opportunities for those
who are interested in
may be over, Bear Naked and students who wish to internships or a more
Radio is still accepting donate can drop off CD's at
the Math Lab, room 436 in behind the scenes position.
donations of any used CD's

Dr. Fred Medak
the best reference mathematician I have ever
known." Amy C. Gilliam
said, "I will miss Dr.
Medak. When I heard the
bad news, I had to take a
moment to pray. I told God
to take care of him. I also
prayed that his family
would not suffer. Dr.
Medak was a great teacher.
He knew how to teach math
with the understanding of

how people learn it. I don't books to the SSU library.
think I will ever see a better The family will also be
statistics professor. He will offering a musical scholarbe remembered as a great ship in his name at
mathematician!"
Aberdeen High School,
Dr. Medak is survived where he was drum major
by his parents, John and and graduated in 1978.
Dr. Medak will be truly
Delores Medak; one brother
and sister-in-law, Jim and missed by his family,
Sandy Medak, and three friends·, an,d the faculty,
nephews.
staff and students 'Of
His family has don'.atetl Shawnee State:University.
'
his large collection of '

• j
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9th Annual Veterans Recognition Day

t-

- U.S. Historical Flags Display: Consists of reproductions o
the first 13 flags 9f the United States and the history of each
flag.
- SSU Veterans Wall: Consists of pictures with branch and
dates of service fcir SSU students and staff who have served in
the military.

7 p.m.-10:30 ~.m.: Vern Riffe Center for·the Arts
- Veterans Recognition Ceremony: Ceremony to recognize and
show our appreciation for the service and sacrifice made by our
veterans. Dr. JeITY, Holt will serve as M.C. at the ceremony.
- Keynote Address: Chris Noel is the featured speaker. She is a
former Hollywood actress, who after being in a USO Show,
served in Vietnam from 1966-1971 as the host of an Armed .
Forces Radio Sho'f, "A Date with Chris." She also performed
at forward firebases entertaining the troops. She will discuss
Hollywood's perception of the Vietnam War versus the reality.
She will also talk about how the experience has affected her
life. Ms. Noel currently operates one of the largest homeless
veterans shelters in the country and is considered a leading
expert on this issue. She will talk about her work with what she
calls her "homeless heroes."
- Concert: The U.S. Air Force Band, "Systems Go," will be in
concert. This band plays a mixture of tock, pop, country, and
jazz.
*** The evening event is free and open to the public. However,
tickets are requir~d for general admission. These can be
acquired by completing the coupon below.
For further information, please call 351-3539.

---------------------------------------·
I

9th Annual Veterans Recognition Day :
November 8, 2001
Tickets are required for the US Air Force Band
Concert, Coupon Good for up to Four Free
General Admission tickets, Number Required.

-,

. ----~

Displays

.•.

Military Memorabilia, Recruiters,
Historical Flags, 50th Anniversary
of the Korean War Commemorative
Exhibit, and SSU Veterans'Wall

;·

University Center, Micklethwaite Lounge,
10 a.m. to 2 p.m., and Vern Riffe Center for
the Arts, 6 to 10 p.m.

Veterans Recognition
Ceremony
Vern Riffe Center for the Arts, 7 p.m.

Keynote Address: Chris Noel
Ms. Noel will talk about her transition from
Hollywood actress to "Vietnam Vet,• its impact
on her life, and her current work with homeless
veter.-ins whom she calls her"homeless heroes:

Concert: U. S.Air Force Band,
''Systems Go''

''Sa their .sacrifice
will never be forgotten"
Call i40.3$\ ,3539 for more infonnation.

Send a SASE to:
Shawnee State University
VA Committee/fickets
940 Second Street
Portsnrouth"; OH 45662

: No phone ~rders will be accept~~ fqr more
:
information, 740.351.3Z37
: We will not guarantee ticket delivery for orders
I
•
:
received after November 5, 2001

·--------------------------------------I

-·~•m%~

P.assion
.....-....

1

8 p

m
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Opinion

Senior Seminar Paper is not Research

In the October 11th issue, there was an article by Robert Mauldin entitled "SSU Grad Writes about Senior Seminar
Research in Application for Grad School." I would like to comment on the article, which I feel is v~ry misleading to both Chris
Wellmann (the SSU graduate mentioned) and other students.
Robert Mauldin seems to think that the Senior Seminar paper qualifies as a research project in which a student has participated. It does not. On the contrary, Senior Seminar is the college-level version of a book report. Students select a topic of
interest, review previously published literature on the subject, and make an argument for or against some aspect of the subject
matter. There is no peer review (i.e. professionals in the field of study). This is NOT research, and students should not be told
that it is. I have attended excellent schools with such a senior paper type of requirement, but none of them would suggest to
students that it was research - if students wanted research experien_ce, they sought it within the department performing the
research, or through an outside internship. In fact, I spoke to Dr. Steven Rogsta_C,, Associate Professor and admissions coordinator for the biology graduate program at University of Cincinnati. He states "We are looking for research in a collaborative
laboratory setting or independent research. But doing library research would not be ·considered research."
For students to be led to believe that Senior Seminar is an appropriate research project to list on an application to a graduate program in Cell Biology is unfortunate. In reality, ~nd~rgraduate students around the country perfQJ.1ll actual research and
list this on their gr~duate school applications. True research in Biology involves creating something new or different, trying
to answer a previously unanswered question, quantifying differences between established testing methods, proposing new the9ries, etc. There is a good deal of work done ·a laboratory - with either the actual organisms, substances or chemicals, or
done with computer modeling. Research does NOT consist of writing up a summary of what other people have already done
the literature, but a literature review is
without adding something new to the analysis. It of course includes such a review
certainly not research in and of itself. The 5-second test might be "would this work likely be published in a peer-reviewed professional journal in my fieldr' If the answer is no, it probably isn't r~search.
It may be true that small schools, such as SSU, have difficulty 1n funding independent research. However, SSU should
work hard to ensure that students who wish to attend graduate school have opportunities to be involved in research. This
includes setting up int(?rnships and partnerships with a variety of external organizations so that students may gain these exptnences.
.
I wish j;hris Well~ann every. success in hjs application to UC, ;and admire his interest in pursuing furth~r lemning.
However, if his academic merits alorie do not gain him acceptance, I would recommend that he work with Brown Cqunty
Hospital where he currently works, in determining real research that he could do there, to round out his application for submission in future years. This could involve examining occurrence rates of pathogenic organisms in treatment rooms following
different disinfection protocols, success rates in decreasing nosocomial infections under a variety of control methods, etc. Such
research, if carefully done, could be publislfed in a peer-reviewed journal, and would be considered research forthe purposes
of graduate school admission. Additionally, UC requires that an undergraduate degree be held in biology, chemistry, or an
equivalent program. Dr. Rogstad says the minimum requirements include class sequences in organic chemistry, physics, calculus and biology. Taking additional classes may therefore be necessary if the Medical Laboratory Technology curriculum does
not provide this background.
I understand that Robert Mauldin is the Director of GEP at SSU, and that he would like to make GEP classes seem very
important in a student's education. There is great validity to the argument that people should be well versed in a variety of topics, and that there is benefit in the mental exercise of learning something completely new. But misleading students (either
U n i v e r s i t y C h r O O i c I e intentionally or by ignorance) as to the nature of the classes they are required to take
is not the way to defend GEP. (Whether or not GEP classes actually succeed in their
V ern Ri ff e Center for the Arts
.
.
suggested goals 1s another matter altogether - I beheve that as they stand now, they
9 4 0 Second Street
•
ly 1a1
i:-. ·1
·
· 1um o f each
pred ommant
an d wou ld b e b etter o ff·mtegrated mto
the cUITicu
PortS!)lOUth, 0845662
major. But we can have this debate another day!)

1n
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Letter to the Editor Policy:
Tell us what you think!
The University Chronicle is the official student-run newspaper of Shawnee State
University. The opinions expressed on the Editorial pages are those of individual
students and not necessarily the views of the University Chronicle staff or advisors.
They are also not necessarily the opinions of SSU's adm.jnist.mtton, faculty, or staff.
Letters _will, for the most part, not be c9pyedited for print, but may be edited for
space or clarity. For your letter to be printed; y9p.r name must appea~ with. your letbeing printed, as requested.
ter. We will withhold your name

from

Please feel free to e-mail your reactions to:

chronicle@shawnee.edu
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ACLU Threatens Litigation Against California Elementary School

By Jared Austin

UC Writer

Since the horrific terrorist attacks on September
11, there has been an outcry
of American patriotism like
never before. People are
Jcoming together to help
each other by donating their
time and money. Millions
have found solace in prayer
while many proudly display
the U. S. flag. "God Bless
America" has become the
prevalent
catchphrase
across America. A good
way
to
demonstrate
American support, right?
Wrong; at least, according
to the American Civil
Liberties Union(ACLU).
This organization never
ceases to amaze or anger
me. With the wake of such a
tragedy, they have dared to
attack the phrase "God
Bless America" as being
unconstitutional on school
property. A Rockin, CA ele-

·By Katie.Pickenpaugh
UC Contributor
Although 125 years have
passed since Shakespearean
actress Julia Marlowe spent
some of her childhood in
Portsmouth, her story was
brought to life Saturday,
October 20, on·the stage of
the Vern Riffe Center for
the Arts. The one-person
drama, Julia Marlowe,
written by Jerry Holt,
Ph.D., Dean of Arts and
Sciences was played by
Barbara Calarese, a resident
artist with The Human Race
Theatre Company at The
Loft in Dayton, Ohio.
Set in 1921, in Marlowe's
56th year, the renowned
actress reflected uf1tlir''her
life's journey as she prepares for a speech.

mentary school with an
enrollment of over 600 students displayed a "God
Bless America" sign. Only
one parent opposed and the
ACLU threatened litigation
after the principal refused
to remove the sign. I say
"Hoorah" for the principal
who refused to give in to
the ACLU and their scare
tactics. The lady is now
almost an outcast in her
community. This just
demonstrates that the
majority of Americans will
not permit such irrational
nonsense. Now more than
ever, citizens are willing to
resist scare tactics from the
likes of the ACLU. The socalled defenders of the Bill
of Rights claim the slogan
endorses Christianity and is
discriminatory
against
those who do not believe in
God. "God Bless America"
is. a patriotic slogan, not a
religious endorsement. The
ACLU is always eager to
quote "A wall of separation

between church and state."
First of all, that phrase
never appears in the United
States
Constitution.
Secondly, the ACLU and
their liberal lawyer cronies
always take the quote out of
context. That particular
quote is found in a letter
penned
by
Thomas
Jefferson 25 years after the
ratification of the Bill of
Rights. The letter was written to a Baptist congregation, who Mr. Jefferson
corresponded with, in 1802.
Here is the quote in its
entirety:
"The
First
Amendment has erected a
wall of separation between
church and state. That wall
is a one-dimensional wall.
It keeps the government
from running the church but
it makes sure that Christian
principles will always stay
in government."
Does this sound like
someone who would be
opposed to the display of a
"God Bless Ame~ca" sign

in an elementary school?
No, absolutely not. I don't
see the ACLU refusing to
spend their U.S. currency
with our nation's motto "In
God We Trust" embedded
on it.
Not only are the words
God Bless America the title
of a well-known song, they
are also part of the customary benediction · of a
Presidential speech. It has
become a ceremonial deism
such as the motto "One
Nation Under God," as well
as the proclamation "God
save the United States and
this honorable court,"
which 1s the statement
made by the Supreme Court
bailiff at the start of oral
arguments. The Supreme
Court considers the words
"One Nation Under God" in
the Pledge of Allegiance to
be one of many "illustrations of the government's
acknowledgement of our
religious heritage." And just
recently the Sixth Circuit

ruled in favor of Ohio's
motto "With God All
Things Are Possible" as
being constitutional.
America is a nation
that continues to stand
strong. We must not let fear
govern our lives. Whether it
is fear of anthrax, the scare
tactics of the ACLU, or further terrorist attacks, we
must not give in. That is the
way the terrorist's win- by
invoking fear and terror. It
is our duty to show them
that we will not let them
destroy our way of life. It's
okay to be afraid, but we
cannot let that fear control
our lives. As Education
Secretary
Rod
Paige
recently expressed, " We
can send a loud and powerful message that we will be
heard around the world:
America is 'one nation,
under God, indivisible,
with liberty, and justice for
all."'

Julia Marlowe Takes the Portsmouth Stage
Born Sarah F~·ances Frost
in 1865, in Caldbeck,
England, Marlowe engages
her visitors to remember
with her how she came to
be one of the most
respected Shakespearean
actresses of her time.
The audience saw a set of
a few chairs, table and a
love seat in front of them,
but Calarese opened the
mind's eye to the sights
Marlowe witnessed so
many years ago.
In the beginning of her
story telling, Marlowe
fondly remembers her
father's singing. One night
he came home to say that he
had accidentally harmed a
·
neighbor, and fearing

revenge, he stole away to
America. In Philadelphia,
the young girl's name is
changed to Fanny Brough.
Eventually they settle in
Portsmouth, Ohio, and
without her husband,
Marlowe's mother raises
five

children while running a
boarding house. Marlowe
describes the tedious labor
that her mother endured
there and later at their hotel
in Cincinnati. The young
girl delights in reading anything, especially the family
Bible and the Cdmplete

Works
of
William
Shakespeare.
Upon learning that her
father had not harmed their
neighbor, Marlowe experiences the shock of understanding that she had been
living the life of fiction.
See MARLOWE pg 7
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R.. Jared Austin .

_u..;...y_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

UC Writer

Halloween sparks the
imagination to thoughts of
costumes, parties, and
candy. The holiday is not
only celebrated by children,
but adults as well. It is the
third biggest party time of
the year after New Year's
Eve and Super Bowl
Sunday. But where did
Halloween originate and
what is its meaning? It
actually began hundreds of
Years before the birth of
Christ.
The Celts, an agrarian
tribal society fou nd mainly
in Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
England, and northern
France, observed a festival
on October 31. But unlike
today, theirs was no holiday
for children. The Celts
along with their priests the
Druids, celebrated a festival. which marked the eve
of the Celtic New Year on
Nov ember 1. Samhain
(pronounced sow in) was
the title of the festival. It
marked the end of harvest
and the beginning of winter. They believed that just

w

as the crops lived and died, lit in order to provide a All Saints Day was celejust as the sun rules for a pathway for the spirits. brated by · the church to
long time and then dies Sacrifices were made on honor all the saints known
until it shines for only a these bonfires including and unknown. Prior to the
short time during the day, animals (horses and cats) eighth century, the celebraso all humans and animals and humans (criminals). tion was held in May in a
eventually die. A common The Druids observed the Roman temple called the
pagan belief was that the
spirits of the deceased who movements of the entrails Pantheon. In response to
passed on during the previ- of the dying to predict the the Celtic holiday celebratous year could not enter future. This practice contin- ing death, All Saints Day
their final resting place ued for centuries. Fire also was moved to November 1
the
until they were properly _ _ _ . . . . . . . ._ _.ill!!~------•during
1111111111
eighth century
prepared with possessions, wealth, and food.
by order of
th
Until that time, ey
Pope Gregory
would wand er atmO
Ill.
As
lessly around where
Ch . t· ·t
they lived and died.
ns iani Y
This was both frightenspread across
ing and exciting for the
N O rt her n
people
represented the power of Europe and the British Isles
The Celts believed that the sun. People would dress during the third and fourth
th d d · ·
Id
e ea spmts cou tor- up as "spirits'' in order to centuries, the Church saw
ment the living. But they fool the wandering dead so Samhain as a lure for
also viewed it as an oppor- they w9Jild bring them no Christians to compromise
tunity to commune with the harm.
One particular their faith. As a result, the
spirits and divine the method of fortune telling Church m those areas
future. Satan, whose pow- was bobbing for apples. dubbed October 31 the
e_rs were normally feared, Whoever
successfully "Holy Evening." This not
was called upon dugng caught an apple between only gave Christians an
samham· to fiore e th e his teeth would have a alternative to the pagan 1esc.
future. The Drui ' task romance with the lover of tival, but also proclaimed
was to appease th.e spirits his choice.
the supremacy of the gospel
and prevent Ila.rm to th
Once known as "All over pagan superstition.
people. Lar¢,bonfires wei t: Hallows" or "Hallowmass," Rather than fearing the

Trick or Treat:

A Brief History
H I
al oween

CAMPUS VIEW

We' re Proud to
l·be ·a part of-SSU!

f

"tricks" of the deceased~
Christians honored the lives
of thf:)se who had been
faithful to God and served
as role models for future
generations.
Halloween didn't become
a
highly
celebrated
American holiday until the
working class from the
British Isles migrated in the
late 19th century. The
American
youth
was
attracted to the mischievous
aspects of the holiday and
adopted the practices without regard to their pagan
origins. Today it is mainly
viewed as a secular holiday
because most have no idea
of its heritage. It is a time
for many to play games, go
to parties, and dress up in
costumes. Over $ 1 billion
will be spent this year just
on candy alone. The holiday serves as a commercial
goldmine for merchants. So
with all this in mind, have a
happy and safe Halloween.
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FYI
SSU Theater Presents War Zone Tango

War · Zone Tango,
Shawnee State University
Theater's first full-length
dance performance, will be
presented November 1, 2,
and 3, at 8 p.m. in the Main
Theater of the Vern Riffe
Center for the Arts.
Vivian Mason, associate professor of. theater at
SSU, said War Zone Tango
is a tale of passion, challenge, and struggle in the
midst of war, and is told
through the compelling,
sensual rhythms of the
tango.
"War Zone Tango is the
world premiere of an original dance drama, created
for
Shawnee
State
University theater students
by California choreographer, Bruce Marrs, who
teaches mask making and
tango at the prestigious
Dell' Arte
International
School
of
Physical
Theatre," Mason said.
Marrs played the title
role of Godzilla in TriStar's 1998 feature film
release. He spent an entire
year in Hollywood creating
the creature's movement in
both a body suit and with
motion capture digital computer animation. He also
spent two summers m
Portsmouth directing high
school youth theater proj-

MARLOWE from page 5

Undaunted, fourteen-year
old Marlowe answers an
advertisement
for
Children's
Pinafore
Juvenile Opera Company
tryouts, and is hired. This
embarks her stage career,
and after several years of
studying, reciting, and
practicing, Julia Marlowe
performs to critical acclaim
in New York. Not onty· taking part in acting, Marlowe
also is adept in directing.

ects in collaboration with
the Community Action
Organization, Portsmouth
Public Library, and SSU.
"Bruce Marrs has studied mime in Paris with
Marcel Marceau, has
danced professionally for
many years, and is considered an excellent dance,
physical theater, and movement artist performer and
teacher," Mason said.
Students are learning
how to tango to present this
drama, according to Mason.
The physical closeness and
integrated steps of tango is
learned along with strong
character acting.
"Dancers must learn
how to portray the classic
attitudes that defme tango:
disdain, power, passion,
and the struggle for control
of one's partner," she said.
Several SSU athletes
are student cast members in
the production.
Jason
Sadler of Portsmouth is a
champion swimmer, high
school sw1mmmg coach,
and lifeguard instructor;
Rachael McClintic of
Portsmouth ts an SSU
scholarship athlete in µ-ack;
and Jessica Snyder of
Marion is an SSU scholarship athlete m softball.
Cast member Cambria
Priebe of Portsmouth has

perfor.med with a semi-professional dance company,
and SSU theater major
Emily Davis of Waverly
has studied and performed
dance for over a decade.
Other cast members
include Sharen Everman of
Greenup, Melissa Bloomer
of Portsmouth, Jeromy
Blum of Greenup, Kristin
Cookson of Portsmouth,
Jim Hayes of Portsmouth,
of
Tiffany
Lindsey
Cincinnati,
Howie
McCormick of Ironton,
Randall
Menda
of
Portsmouth,
Stephanie
Miley of P~rtsmouth,
of
Randi
Morgan.
Portsmouth,
Brandon
Rowoldt of Portsmouth,
Michael Stapleton of
Portsmouth, Chandra Stead
of West Union, and Derek
Wetter of Franklin Furnace.
"Student performers
represent a diversity of
majors from across campus
including biology, deaf
studies, occupational therapy, English, natural sciences, respiratory therapy,
elementary education, business, legal assisting, fine
arts-visualist, and individualized
studies-theater,"
Mason said. "And professional musicians perform
live onstage as part of the
cast."

She is adamant about
being a classical actress,
performing
m
Shakespearean
plays.
During one of them, she
works with actor Edward
Hugh Sothern. They inspire
high levels of creativity
within each otlier, and in
1911 they are married.
Marlowe is 46 years old at
the time. Her theatrical success came at a price of not
marrying at a younger age
and having not had chil-

dren.
Julia Marlowe's story i
intriguing because it sh ·
the rise to success of an
immigrant to America, Lhe
ability of someone with little
formal
schooling
becoming a master of
Shakespeare, and the path
less traveled for so many
women at that time.
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CAREER CORNER
By: Steve Gregory
Director, Career Services

In this issue I would like to explore the resume, and what you will need to do to produce
one that will appeal to prospective employers. There are many resources at your disposal
to help in your resume writing quest. Attend one of the workshQps offered by the Office
of Career Services, talk with a career counselor, and review books and career guidance
materials on this topic. These materials are available for your use in the career library in
our office. Also, check out some career oriented web sites for examples of good
resumes. Some of these web sites are listed on our Bear Hunter Online.
Next, select the resume format that seems appropriate for your particular situation. Most
students will use the chronological format that emphasizes listing most recent experience
and educational background first. Then, determine the main content sections to be
included on your resume. There is no such thing as a perfect resume. The resume that
will work best for you and your situation may not work as well for another. Your resume
will need to reflect your education, skills, past experience, and talents in the best possible way. Typical content areas for college students include career objective, education,
honors, work experience, special skills, relevant interests, availability, and references.
Work on your resume until you are satisfied that you have included everything that you
would like to say. Then print and re:view your draft and determine whether your resume
will be one or two pages. A one page resume is recommended by many. However, for
some students it may take two pages to represent their skills, education, and experience
in the best light.

SSU Professor
Teaching in China
Dr. D. James Day, professor of management at SSU is
teaching in the graduate management program at Zhejiang
University of Technology (zun, Hangzhou, China, during the fall semester. He is a visiting professor from
September to early Januar, 2002. His wife, Sherrill, is
teaching oral English at ZUT.
Day earned his Ph.D. in business from the University of
Iowa. He has been teaching management and general
education courses at SSU for the past 14 years.
While in China Day will be attending The Third Lake

International Conference on Small and Medium Business

(SMB). The conference, sponsored by Hangzhou
Municipal Government, will be held November 9-11 in
Hangzhou.
The theme of the conference is "SMB in the New
Century" and the sub-theme is World Trade Organization
and Cooperation Between SMB's in China and in other
countries.
Prior to their teaching assignments at ZUT the Day's visited Beijing, the Great Wall, Yueyang Tower on Dongting
Lake, Wushan, Fengdu, Xian's terracotta, Shanghai, and
taking a Yangtze River Cruise.

Congratulations! The hardest part is done. Now it is time to fine tune and edit your
resume until you are satisfied that you have included all of the essential ingredients.
Take some time to experiment with different layouts to determine which is most visually
appealing and easy to read. Make sure to run a spell check and print out some copies.
Ask some knowledgeable individuals to critique your resume and to make suggestions.
You may not necessarily agree with some of the suggestions, but you certainly should
consider their ideas, especially if more than one person is giving you the same advice. It
is difficult for most people to ~ffectively proofread their own work. It is necessary to get
the unbiased and truthful opinions of others to help you finalize your resume.
Finally, I would recommend that you compose your resume in Microsoft Word. It is possible that you will want to send your resume as an e-mail attachment. This works very
well for successfully forwarding your document in the correct format to the recipient.
There you have it. You have prepared a quality resume well in advance of graduation
and are ready to respond immediately whenever the opportunity arises. Good job!

CAREER SERVICES
Fall Quarter Office Hours
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8·:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.
8:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.

Located on tile Second Floor of the Orliversity Center, room #211.
Phone: 740-35 l•;l.2.}j.

Shawnee State Unfvenity
Ohio 45662

740.351.3356
7.«),351.321!5

0 . James Day, Ph.D.
Protessot Monogement

Defxjrtment of Business Admlnlstrotlon

Special printed business card SSU's Print Shop did
for Dr. Day- one side Engish, the other side in
Chinese.

To Advertise in the University Chronicle

contact:
the U.C. office 351-3278
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Second Time Around
8y Diana L. Ulsh

FYI

UC Writer

Well, here we are, well into fall quarter, and I am just now getting
a column written! This goµig back to college business is amazing and
overwhelming. My first quarter back was, admittedly, quite a struggle. I
had been working full- time at the same job for over five years; and as
much as I loved it, it was hard to do my job weU, go to college full- time,
and be a mom that was actually home sometifiles. I ended up leaving my
job, taking on telem~eting part- time, and focusing more on s.chool. I
feel like last quarter I barely squeaked by., Thank goodness fot'patient
and understanding professors. This quarter is much better, as l feel like
I have the time to study, and absorb the information. Worried. a little
about finances, but hopefully that will work itself out, too!
I feel myself really growing intellectually. I have gained enough
self-confidence that I even questioned a teacher, asked him to explain to
me a theory I wasn?t sure was right. It was great to have. an intelligent
conversation, two adults exchanging ideas!
The traditional aged students are not quite as intimidating as they
were during the summer, thank goodness! I am feeling more secure that
my brain still works as I go on, and that is a really great feeling. Can
any of you older students relate to that? I think that for any of us who
have chosen to return to college, or to start college at a less- than traditional age can really be proud of ourselves. I personally think that it is
easier with my chijtren at this age where. they can fend for themselves
a little bit. Their
brings up a new set of issues regarding their freedom and maturity levels, but I am pretty confident that with plenty of
open communication we can handle just about anything. Not only am I
learning at college, but at home also. I have found I will ask younger
people about the music they listen to, as that is one of the issues we have
here. I just do not understand some of the music as it is being sung, and
if I do not have access to the lyrics, I am often lost. The kids appreciate
what I find out at school, because most people I ask tell me the music is
harmless if accompanied by strong family values.
So, not only am I growing as a student, I am also growing as a person, as a woman, and as a mother. I am glad that I have come back to
college for this second time around.

age

r-----------------------------.

Perspectives in General Education
By Dr. Robert Mauldin, Coordinator of Shawnee State
University's General Education Program and Professor of
Chemistry

SGAComer

Do you have a question or concern with an
SGA Public Relations issue on campus? Shawnee State University
Student Government Association (SGA) is
here to listen to your opinion. Since the beginning of the school year, a few
major issues have arisen on campus. The new cafeteria policies have been
brought to our attention. In addition to the cafeteria policies, the lack of
student parking has become a problem on campus. The SGA was present
at the food service committee meeting raising questions and suggestions
brought to us by the students, and University Committees are being formed
to evaluate and address alternate parking lots.
Please bring any concerns about campus to our weekly meetings,
Wednesday at 5 p.m. upstairs in the UC, send an email to
sga@shawnee.edu, or attend one of our monthly Town Hall Meetings.

8y Di$na L. uish .

Love Online

.,

I have often thought about writing a
T1:c w,.
olumn about lhternet romances, but just
v•
riter .
did not know where to start. I guess the best
.place to start is at the beginning. I met my fiance online over a year ago. It
gave us a wonderful foundation of communication, maybe better thari ifwe
had met in person, face to face here locally. I had grown cynical about relationships, and had just talked to him as a friend, and the feelings just grew
over time. I know it sounds crazy, I know -it can be dangerous. There are
way91 to pro~ct yourself, precautions to take, and I hope 1to address some of
.t hds~ here. I will also take letters from anyone, storie~. questions, input,
whatever! The email address is ssuldrs@vahoo.com. !Hopei;hlly we can
make a go of this, and let people know that there are others out there who
have been brought together in this most unconventional way. Talk to you
soon!

Omega Pi Mu Sorority
The sisters of Omega Pi Mu were estatic at the great turnout of young ladies
for their fall rush events. In conclusion to the rush events 15 young
ladies were issued a "bid." Twelve of those chose to become part of the
strongest and best sorority on campus.
As of October 9, 2001 the following young ladies became members of the
the "Nu" pledge class: Andi Baldwin, Andrea Blevins, Stacey Johnson,
Heather Knapp, Karen McElroy, Carmel McHoes, Kami Post, Blayne
Riddle, Angel Ross, Beth Rush, Connie Spencer, and Raquel Thayer.
For the next few weeks these young ladies will learn about the sorority.
They will also learn about the sisterhood of Omega Pi Mu in their journey
to become part of the strongest and largest sisterhood on the campus ofSSU.

"The manner in which courses are taught is crucial as
noted in the prologue in Strong Foundations, Twelve
Principles for Effective General Education Programs by the
American Association of Collegrs (1994): "The Study
Group of the National Institute on Education (1984)
recomended that all students should have two full years of
liberal education and that more resources should be shifted
i<i 'ih'ejirst·two. years of college. Their major thrust was not
,partit7:!ar content, but, rather, toward involving
students in wliatever content they may be studying. "

1
,

By Sarah Tingler
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By Jared Austin
.

UC Writer

,·
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Cr~ss Country
SSU's Women's Cross ~ountry team continues to do well this season. On S~ptembe{ Z9, the
team placed sixth out of 19· 'teams in the
I
Greensboro Invitational. Patricia Morris covered the 5K course in 21 :08- fourth best in
Shawnee history. The team placed fourth at the
Rio Grande Invitational on October 6. Morris
again paced the Be~s with a time of 21 :05.
Shawnee then barely .missed a first place finish
at the Second Annual Legends Meet in
Ashtabula, OH, on the 13th. SSU ended up second out of five teams. Morris came in second in
the 3.25-mile course, :that she covered in 23: 19.
Becky Holden finished fifth with a time of
22:18.
Shawnee's .Men's Cross Country team continues to add success to their 2001 campaign.
They placed sixth at the Greensboro Invitational
behind a record setting performance by John
Williams. He ran the course in 27 :05 to set a
new school record and finished fifth overr.11.
The Bears finished third out of 10 teams at Rio
Grande. Williams again placed fifth with a time
of 27:03 to beat his school record by two seconds. Brett LeMaster finished ninth with a time
of 27:27. LeMaster's time was sixth quickest in
SSU history. Shawnee captured their third
championship of the season at the 26th Annual
Legends Meet in Ashtabula. The Bears ended
Lansing College's dominate streak of 12 consecutive Legends Meet championships. Williams
covered the five-mile course in an impressive
29:00. Blake Jones (29: 17) came in second
while Adam Tolle (3Q:05) finished eighth.

Men's Cross Country Team

Soc-cer
The Bears continue to show signs of

improvement. After dropping

a 3-1 decision to

~
~'-7

Volleyball
Ori October 9, Shawnee lost its fifth cop.fer-

ence match of the season to Cedar.ville
I

Walsh on October 6; they came back to defeat University. Sophomore Mandy Goin finished
Roberts Wesieyan College l'-0 in double over- with 10 kills and five blocks while Anne
time on October 12. Laura Schultz was the hero Jennings recorded 12 assists. Shawnee em~rged
as she scored the only goal of the game. That with a victory over Mountain State College the
marked her second game-winning goal of the next day by scores of 30- 20, 30- 20, and 3Q- 11.
season. Jessica Votaw ·added 11 saves en route to Goin paced the Bears with· 18 kills. Ktµsten
her fourth shutout of the year. Shawnee recorded Jones gave her best performance since re~ing
ano~er vi~tory the next day versus Ursuline -·&om knee surgery by contributing with 10:ki1ts Col~ege. The 3-1 win improved their record to 6- during the contest. Jennings dished out a career
8. Votaw recorded eight saves.
31 assists in the victory.
;
The season's woes for the Men's Soccer
SSU then rallied its way to another victory
team continue to pQllr. SSU was horribly out by defeating Central State University by sdores
shot (27- 5) on their way to a loss to Walsh on of 30- 9, 30- 9, and 30- 12 on the 13th. Jennifer
October 6. Tyler Kirkpatrick led Walsh with two Comellius had nine kills while Goin had six
goals. The Bears then got hammered by Roberts service aces and 13 digs.
Wesleyan College. Robert Appell and Matt
The Bears jumped out two games to none
Pippen combined for nine saves during the los- against Urbana University but Urbana rallied
ing effort. Shawnee then narrowly missed cap- with two straight wins to the force the decisive
turing their second win of the season against fifth game. SSU finally emerged with a viGtory
Kentucky Christian College on the 15th. KCC by scores of 30- 27, 30- 20, 26- 30, 22- 30, and
defeated SSU 1- 0 but the Bears blew several 16-14. Goin led the charge with 23 kills and four
chances to pull out the win. Shawnee lost blocks while Comellius added 13 kills of her
despite out shooting their opponent 26- 11 dur- own. Jennings and Tabby King combined fdr 49
ing the match. The team's record now stands at assists.
1- 12- 1.

Top: Men's Soccer Team
Bottom: Women's Soccer Team

Top: Volley Ball Team
Bottom: Women's Cross Country Team
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Arts

New and Noteworthy

8y Aaron Hurt

UC Writer

Wilco:
Yankee
Hotel
Foxtrot (Self-Released)
Rating: 4 of 5
Ok, some quick facts
about this album. Yankee
Hotel Foxtrot has not been
released in any proper format as of this writing. It can
only be found via your
choice of Napster-like filesharing system or streamed
on Wilco's own website
(www.wilcoweb.com).
Shortly after its completion
and the subsequent record
label debacle encountered
by the group (more on this
~ubject later), both 4rummer Ken Coomer and gui_~
tarist Jay Bennett left the

group. Nor by any stretch
of the imagination can it be
called a country album. So,
it should come as no surprise that Yankee Hotel
Foxtrot marks a turning
point for both Wilco as a
band and auteur Jeff
Tweedy as an artist.
Tweedy has become almost
Neil Young-like in his
steadfastness for exploring
and following through upon
his every musical and stylistic whim. The mostobvious example of this comes
from t~e song "Heavy
Metal Drummer," which
features pulsing electrontc
rhythms and lyrics like "I
miss the _ inno<tence rve
known/Playing Kiss -~o~~rs ·
'heautiful and stoned:"
Easily the silliest song the

Acoustic With A Kick

ly J. Thomas

UC Writer

I bought the new "Days
of the New" CD, the other
day, and let me tell you, this is
some "good sh*t." It's their
third release, and it's a good
one. After their debut album
self-titled, "Days of the
New," hit with a kick-ass,
pure acoustic sound and
songs like ''touch, stand, &
peel" and "Self in the Room",
a "Stripped Down" acoustic
sound and great rhythms
made them a big hit, with a lot
of people. Then came their
second album, also self-titled,
and also another big hit. For
this album, lead singer, Teavis
Meeds, had let go of the rest
of his band mates (who now
have a new singer, and go by
the name of Tantric) added
some new elements to the
acoustic sound, and scored
big with tracks such as
·:'En~my"
"W~ap()l) and
the W91Jffli-~Z ''Days of the
New" had gained a lot of new

:and

group has recorded. thus far,
it is the latest development
of Wilco's ever-evolving
sound.
Elsewhere, the album
is interspersed with crisp,
hook-filled -rockers such as
"Kamera" and "Pot Kettle
Black" and slow burning
tunes like the opener "I Am
Trying to Break Your
Heart" or "Ashes of
American Flags." The latter
featur~s
perhaps
the
album's best lyric iri its chorus, "All my lies are ~lways .
wtsJies/And oh; if _I could
die and come back ~.new''
and is dominated J;,y an
overwheliping sense of
exi~tential'
melancholy.
songs are punctwited
by clanging·p~rcussiv_e ·dissonance and feedback,

M~y

fans:, but lost some of the
original fan-base. Well, for
those of you who liked the
first or second album, or for
those of who have never even
heard of them, it's time to
pick up one of their albums.
The new album blends the
first two albums, with a progressive element of freshness.
The first single, and first song
on the album, "Hang on to
This" is a great start to a great
record. "Days in our life" and
"DreBorn" keep the album
running strong with "personal
pleas" and "soulful sounds"
from Singer, Travis Meeks,
and th~ band as a whole. They
have never sounded better.
But it doesn't stop there, the
entire album runs smoothly,
with great songs by a great
band. With an entirely red
case, and a third self-titled
(Red) album, "Days of the
New" has brought to us, possibly their best wotk yet. On
a scale from one to ten, I give
it an 8.9.

while others are sweetly
melodic with contrapuntal
harmonies and lush organ
and piano. "Jesus, etc."
sounds almost disco, that i~
µntil seamlessly fading into
a gorgeous juxtaposition of
steel guitar and pizzicato
strings. It's these kinds of
relatfog .
contradictions,
both to how this album
works individually and in
the rest of Wilco's catalog,
that have caused the aforementioned record label
chaos. The album was
rejected ~y their former
label Reprise Records, so
tµe group bought back the
album, severed its ties with'
tlie company and is currently negotiating with
numerous other labels
about a formal release for

Corrosion of Conformity
By:.J. ·Thomas . · ac Writer
Have you ever heard of the band
"Corrosion of Conformity?" Well, I have.
And let me tell you, you should be listening to them; they have put out some great
stuff. Their most recent album, "Live
Volume" yes, a live album, has been
released. Now I know a lot of people don't
like live albums, and a good one is a rare
find, but this is a great live performance
with such classics as: "Albatross," "Vote
with a bullet/' "clean my wounds,"' "congratulations song" and "Diablo Blud."
C.O.C. puts on a great set with 15, yes
15 blazing, live songs, all from one show.
Beginners beware, if you 're just starting
with C.O.C. and you can't handle a great
live show on a CD, this may not be for you.
But for those of you who want to sit back
at 4:20 in the afternoon, crank up the
stereo, and bang your head to some great
live versions and improves of songs that
were already amazing, then you might
want to pick this one up. Oh, and don't
worry, they never threw in one of those
slow, acoustic, hold out your lighter'songs.
The album as a who_}4 g·ets an-'8. As a live
album, I give it an 11.

this enigmatic collection of
new-fangled
Cosmic
American music. With the
future of the group now in
question thanks to the many
partings of the ways
thathave transpired since
Yankee Hotel Foxtrot was
recorded over a year ago,
it's hard to say where Jeff
Tweedy will go next. If he
decides he wants to make
another country record, he
can rejoin his compatriots
in Golden Smog or team up
with 8illy Bragg for
another Mermaid Avenu~.
because it seems that this is
no longer Wilco's domain,
assuming there's even a
Wilco around for his next
batch of songs.

Take Notice

8y Alberta Montgomery

UC Contributor

Hey you studious, smart students.
I have a bit of well-intended advice.
Take it or leave it, your choice.
Remember back when you were a kid
and the person who was always on
your side was your Grandma? She
knew you were perfect, without spot,
blemish, or wrinkle. Well you're
grown up now. It's time to consider
her just a tad. What about her birthday? Do you send her a card or give
her a phone call? She almost always
remembers you.
What about
Christmas or Mother's Day?
Cons.ider going without that
Whopper and use the money for a
card or a phone call. Or maybe she is
on the Internet. Check it out!
Why am I giving you this bit of
advice? Maybe it's because Grandma
is an early Christmas shopper and the
size of your gift might be determined
by your concern for this old gray
headed gal who trwrh>~ you and
)'eat& fbt your approval. Hey, after
ttll, itt~ worth a· try: What do you .have
to lose? Someday you'll thank me.
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